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I 

Patrick Gardiner opens his book, T~e of 
1. 

~toric.9)~lE:.!l~!:"~10~, with the 'words, lIiJI:xplanetion' is a 
2 

vague concepto ll If to ask what we mean by llexplanationlT a8 

it is used in everyclay speech presents a a.ifficult probl.em., 

the problem of historical explanation is even more difficult. 

Difficult as it is .. the problem. of how live explain histor'ical 

events is basic to, and an integral part of several other 

questions asked in the philosophy of history" The moet 

interesting of these is probably the question of whether or 

not history is a scienc8a At first glance such a question 

appears quite Simple, but, in fact, it is not, for what 

exactly do we mean by II science "? I think it can be saitl that 

most of us VJo1..llcl aE;ree that physics is a science ~ The ql1.8stion 

of' whether or not hj.story is a scj.ence, however, cannot be 

ansviered quit.e so clearly. 

The reason it is difficult to answer the question of 

whether or not bistory is a science is that the question 

-------"-~1~-·--~~----~------·~·----·-~·---'-.. -~·--'-· .-.. 
Patrick Gardiner, The Nature of Historical Explanation, 

{ IJondor.: Oy..ford University 1?ress,~~1 g6fT~·----·---····-·-~---~·---·-·--·--·"~' 
2 
1'£?.:~'''' p, 1 " 
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itself contains an ambiguity. As the questi.on has been 

phra.sed, "Is history a science'?" this amlJigui ty is not 

noticeable. If, however~ I were to consider that the word 

ITscience If implies lav'lB and that, therefore, the queBtion, 

"Is history a science? TI can be reformulated. by the que8tion, 

"Are there historical laws'?" the ambiguity to which I run. 

referring would become clearer. If "historical laws ll be 

understood in the sense of laws governing the process of 

hiBtory, then it should be clear that the lIhistory" inVOlved 

in the question, lIIs history a science'!," and the "history" 

involved in the questj.on of laws governing the process of 

history, refer to two different things. The former refers to 

the _suJ?j eO.1 of history or the study of history or the past, 

and the latter refers to the past itself. Thus there are tl'lO 

"historie s ll
, one which is studied and one which iG the study 

itself. The reason this ambiguity passes unnoticed is probably 

because we are accustomed to thinking of II science II as a study' 

and t hence, are led to attach the corresponding meaning to 

"history"e ThiG dist.inction might seem to be quite trivial 

once it has been made. but there are several points where 

the philosophers discussed in this thesis overlook the 

distj.nction and, therefor'e, I think9 fail to see the issues 

in their proper perspective o 

The problem of 1;vhether or not histo:cy is a scj.ence 

can partly be answered by attempting to ctetermine whether 

or not historianf:: and scientistB treat their subject matter 
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in the same Vlay. Part of the way in which the~r treat their 

subject matter falls under· the problem of how they explain 

events and phenomena within the contexG of their respective 

disciplines~ It will be the aim of this thesis to attempt 

to determine whether or not there is such a thing as his

torical explanation. If there is historical, as opposed to 

scient.ific explanation, if things are explained in a different 

way in history than they are in science, then it would seem 

that at least there is some grouncl for saying that history 

is not a science~ If, on the other hand, historical and 

scientific explanations are in essence one and the smne, 

there is at least some ground for saying that history is a 

science. 

The problem, then, with which I shall deal j.n this 

thesis is that of historical explanation. I shall not attempt 

to determine whether or not histol'y is a science~ although 

any attem'pt to come to terms with the first problem shoulo. 

illum.inate the latter. The tvJO are closely connected, 

although it woulcL seem that the latter j.s a much broader 

problem. PhilosopherE: dealing 1,'1i th the problen of historical 

explanation often appear to pre judge the problem of 'Vllhether 

or not history is a soienee, or should 0:(' should not be seen 

as a science. Thus, the philosopher who thin!:::s history is, 

or can be ~ a science will ~ a._£~ attem.pt to show that 

historical an(l scientific expla.nations d.o not; in essence, 

differ; in other wo:-cds f that there is no such thing as 
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specifically lThistorical tl explanat.ion .. 

In attempting to see whether or not there is such 

a thing as "historical lT explanation I shall first want to 

see what it means to explain somethingo I have chosen to 

begin with an excunination of Carl G. Hempel's article, IlThe 
3 

Function of General Laws in History", because in claiming 

that all explanation, and, therefore, historical explanation, 

conforms to one pattern, he takes an ext.reme position" I 

Shall then exam.ine the arguillents of one of his chief critics, 
4 

William H. Dray, whose book, Law.§. and EXElanation_2:.£ Hist.C?~J:, 

is an attempt to undermine the Hempelian position. Having 

looked at the arguments for ancL against the Hempelian account 

of explanation, I shall examine another common type of 

explanation - cau80.1 explanation. This will entail an analYSis 

of what it means to say that something "causes" something 

else c This done, I shall proceed to analyze what it means to 

ltexplainTl something, what we mean when we use the word 

llexplainll in common discourse~ As background material, I 

shall place heavy emphasis on a third work, The Nature of 
5 -----~ 

~£r.~cal~x~l£~tio~, by Patrick Gardiner. Finally~ I 

shall attempt to determine whether or not there is such a 

thing as "histor~Lcalll explanation and if there is, vfhat it 

'would mean. As a seconclary and suborcl-inate issue, I shall, 

-----3~--~-------------~-~------=------~~-
In Patrick Gardiner, ed., Theories of History 

(Glencoe~ Illinois: The Free fress,~r959), 34~~l)b-o--_o 
4 
. (Lonclon: Oxford University Press, 195?) .. 
5 
0l?~~!..i t .• 
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in the process of attempting to solve the main problem, 

critically analyze parts of -'0he three works mentioned above, 

in an attempt to glean from them what seemB to me to be of 

value in answering the principal question6 



II 

HE1\lIPEL I S POSITION 

It is Hempel's purpose to shov'J "that general laws 

have quite analogous functions in history and in the natural 

sciences, that they form an indispensable instrument of 

historical research, and. that they even constitute the 

common basis of various procedures which are often con-

siclerecl as characteristic of the social in contradistinction 

to the natural sciences. III The word lIind_ispensable" is of 

importance in respect to the criticisms of.' \i'lillic'Jlll Dray, 

who, as will be seen later, makes great issue of the necessitv ___ ...,-.-.~~_.t~ ___ 

of laws in historYe 

Having stated his purpose, Hempel goes on to define 

a general law as "a statement of universal conditional form 

which is capable of being confirmed or disconfirmed by 

.. .. lJ2 suitable emplI'lcal flndlngs", Since 111aw"suggests that 

confirmation has taken place, Hempel substitutes the term 

Ifuni-Ilersal hypothesis ll
• Such an hypothesis would: 

assert a regularity of the follo'wing type: In every 
case where an event of a specified kinB_ C occurs at 
a certain place and time, an event of a specified 
kind E "'Till occur at a place and time 1,.'1hich iEl 
relatecl in a specified manner to the place and 
time of the occurrence of the first event. (The 

ll1The Function of G-e1101'al I,a\vs in History", in 
Patrick Gard) iner. eeL, !-~h~~_~e~""£'!~-E4.s~ (Glencoe: The ]'1'eo 
Press, 1959 9 po 345. 

6 



symbols liOll and. "Ell have been chosen to suggest the 
terms llcause lT and_ Il effect ll

, whirJh are often» though 
by no means always, applied. to events related by a 
law of the above kincL) 

7 

rrhe main function of general laws in the 
natural scienceB is to cO.mnect events in patterns whic}} 
are usually referred. to as ~~;§:ti_~E: and. .E~.2:~c.!~~o 6 

Next comes the section so often quoted in monographs on 

historical explanation: 

The explanation of the occurrence of an event of 
SOTIle specific kind. E at a certain place and. time 
consists 9 as it is usually expressed, in ind.icating 
the causes or determining factors of E. Now the 
assertion that a set of events' - say of the kind.B 
01, 02, &O~, On - have caused the event to be ex
plained, SJ'llonnts to the statement that, accorc1_ing 
to certain general laws, a set of events of the 
kinds mentioned is regularly accompanied. by an event 
of the kind Eo Thus, the scientific explrmation of 
the event in question consists of 

(1) a set of statements asserting the occur
rence of certain events 0l"~.' Cn at 
certain t:1..mes and. places, 

(2) a set of universal hypotheses, such that 
(a) the statements of both groups 

are reasonably well confirmed. by 
empirical evidence, 

(b) from the two groups of statem.ents 
the sentence asserting the 
occurrence of an event E can be 
logically deduced. 4 

Having defined the terms 111awTT, Ilcause ll
, and "ex-

p1anation ll as he sees them, Hempel goes on to give an 

example. He t.hen states three criteria of a scientific 

explanation. The cletermlning cond.itions (Ol~.~.' On) and the 

explanandu..rn. must logically fo 11mv the explanans. 

Scientific prediction has the same logical structure 

3Lo~_...2 i ,.~. 9 

4- .. 
• lIO C " C J.y, • ,. 
~ ........ --,..,.~~...,-. ' 
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as the above scientific explanation. The difference is that 

in explanation the initial conditions are sought. whereas in 

prediction the "effectil is sought. Ideally, thens an 

explanation could in a dlfferent function serV'e as a pred.ictioll, 

but only io;eal1-...Y:. }!:xplanations are l'arely stated so complete1s' 

that a prediction could be made from them. This would require 

logical deduction from the explanans - in other words, 

criterion 2(b) of the aboveo 

Hempel goes on to say that, ItThe preceding consio.era~ 

tions apply to explar+..~.~~to.:£;z, as \vell as in any 

other branches of empirical science. Historical explanation t 

too, aims at sho'wing that the event j.n question Vf8.S not ~.a 

matter of chancel, but was to be expected in view of certain 

antecedent 'n~simul taneous condit ions 0 11
5 Expl[',na.t ion in 

history, therefore, is logically similar to scientific 

explanation but it is seldom. complete in the sense that 

the laws it prBBUppGB8S are not explicitly flt,atgd ... H@mpel 

gives two reasons for this. First, the univers8.l hypatb.eses 

useo. are considered familiar to everyboo.y through everyday 

experience and, hence, to state them would onl~l be super-

fluous. 3econ(1, it 'would be clifficult in many cO.ses to 

formulate these implicit laws in an explicit, precise form 

con(1uc~i ve to logical decluctiol1 and in agreement "vi th all 

~----~~--------~------.-



relevant empirical data. What historians actua11JT give 

instead of a full explanation is what Hempel calls an 

"explanation sketch ll
• This sketch gives vague reference 

to laws and initial conditions and indicates possible 

direction for future research which will !Ifill it out ll
, 

rendering it closer to the ideal form of explanationo 

At this point Hempel spemls considerable time in 

demonstrating that in many cases in which it appe[-!rs that 

laws are unsuited to the type of explanation, laVis are 

actually indispensable. He concludes by stating that he is 

"entirely neutral with respect t.o the problem of I sp~ci·

ficallL"'p~.~rical_Iaws.' lie 6 He openly admits that the use 

of laws from other field.s of research is prevalent but 

that this is not to say that there are not laws of his~ 

tor1cal as opposed to sociological value; nor, of course, 

is this to imply that there ~ such laws. It is Hempel's 

purpose in this paper neither to prove or disprove their 

existence, nor to demonstrate a way of dist1nguishing 

historical from sociological lm·ls should there exist such 

lawso 

In general, then t Hempel sets out a model of' the 

9 

logic of explanation as it is found in the physical sciences 

and. claims that hist.orical explanation is logically similar 

and can be made to approximate the model asym.ptotically as 
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the implicit laws are made ex'plici t. It is important here 

to note that logical similarity is Ylhat is important to 

Hempel. That Hempel considers the logical form of historical 

explanation to be similar to that of his scientific model 

does not imply that the purposes of history and science are 

the same. Both, Hempel would claim, use laws to explain, 

but, whereas the primary purpose of history is to explain 

individual events, the primary purpose of science is to 

search for genel"al laws. rl'his distinction between logical 

'form and purpose is not as obvious as it might seem.? 

May Brodbeck has this in mind when she writes, 

ITControversies over whether or not history is a science 

typically fail to distinguish two difforent CJ.uostlons~ '1'he 

first is whether or not the historian seeks to establish 

laws; the second is whether or not the historian utilizes 

laws. 1T8 This distinction would appear to be an obvious one" 

There is a brief passage in Hempel's article, however, which 

is difficult to interpret in the light of this distinctionl1 

It is a rather widely held opinion that history, in 
contr'adi stinct ion to the so-called physical sciences, 
is concerned with the description of particular 
events of the past rather than with the search for 
general laws \'l7hich might govern those events 0 As a 
characterization of the type of problem in which 
some historians are mainly interested, this view 
probably cannot be denied; as a statement of the 
theoretical function of general laws in scient,i.fic 
historical research, it is certainli unacceptable. 9 

7Cf ", Maurice Nlanc1.elbaum, "Historical E.xplanation: the 
Problem of I Covering Laws Ill, rr~.~tc?'?7Y anA ... rpl?:e0r.:~, I (1961), 
229-242 0 8, 

May Brodbeck, ed., Readin~s in the Philosonhy of the 
~~ ~""""'_~~_~_'_-:~l ___ "..t ...... ~~_ -=---__ 

So~~1_§~9)·e~~c~~, (Ne1,v York: Hacmi11an, 1968) ~ p,. 338. 
90 "n Ani t. _ Y\Y""t rLltLl ...,.17.~~ r; 
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The word Ifsearch" here causes some difficulty. Does Hempel 

suggest that historians ought to attempt to establish lawB, 

or does he want us to understand that historians merely 

utilize lawsY Throughout the remaincter of the article 

he emphasizes the impJ.j.ci t use of lavis by historians. If 

"search ll is connected with the utilization of law8, then 

Heml)el must be using it in the sense of searching for the 

appropriate laws which are applicable to the instance in 

question. 

It is because of this o_istinction that WE; should not 

accuse Hempel too strongly of trying to make history into 

a science. Scientists search for laVIso HistorianB, to Hempel, 

only use themo 'rIle historian can become more of a scJentist 

as he makes his explanations approximate more closely to the 

model. It would seem, then, that here the hi.storian has a 

criterion by which he can judge the explanatory power of his 

work. This criterion, however, may tell him only how closely 

his explanation approximates to the scientific mod.el Q 'r'he 

question is still open as to whether there can be other 

criteria for explanation. The very fact that Hempel outlines 

a mod.el implies that we can define "explanationlT
• In other 

words, there is only ~ type of explanation. It j.s impos-· 

sible to explain anything other than scientifica.lly. One has 

a strong feeling that Hempel is imposing his model on us, 

that he is definine; ·what. explanation should be rather .... ,- ---
LolltJ.ll 
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observing the instances of "explanationll
• The very fact 

that he does not use the word Ilmodel ll but rather that it is 

used by his critic, Vfi.lliam. Dray~ might indicate that 

Hempel is not entirely avmre of the fact that he is giving 

a stipulative, rather than a reportive definition ( stipu

lative with respect to fields of study other than physical 

science, although, perhaps, reportive for the physical 

sciences)9 What Hempel actually does is to abstract a 

definition of "explanation!i from the physical sciences and 

generalize its usage. 



III 

WILLIAl'vI DRAY'S CRITIQU'.J.: OF m~PE1' S POSPI'ION 

Vlillj.mn Dray refers to that type of theory proposecl 

by Hempel as the Ilcovering law model""l He gives this theory 

the adjectlve "covering" "because it makes use of the notion 

of bringing a case under a law, i$e~ 'covering' it with a 
2 

lawn; that is, "explanation is achieved f and only achieved, 

Ex subsu£~!nf? wl:;at is_.~~ ~~e exp.l.~~ped ~ndeI' a gep~~l-_~!~ ,,3 

It is his primary aim. in his book, L!:::~@.. and_Expl~!lat~O)~J...22. 

Historv, to Hargue that if vve are to produce a helpful ---.;;:..:.-
account of the logic of explanation in history, more is 

required than a mere 'loosening up' of the covering law 

model" This model is in fact, so misleading that it ought 

to be .?-~lonecl as a basic account of 'what it is to give an 

1 t " 114 exp ana lone 

Dray starts his attac1c on Hempel's model by wI'i ting, 

liThe contention I want to examine is that an explanation 

somehow requires a law, that it is not. complete unless the 
~----- --~,--~ 

law in question has been verified by an appropriate em= 

pirical procedure. n 5 In other words, Dray 'wants to show 

,-~--=------.-~--~-----. 

lLaws ana. Explanation in History (London: Oxford 
Uni verDi ty -Press, 1957), - p :-r-:--_~_'~_4_-

21 "t oc <, C1 u 

:;)L- "t '- oc. C1 • 

4!!iCl· , p" 19. 

5 
22. ±.b_i~Cl" , p .. 

13 
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that the covering law mod.el is not a necessary condition of 

givi~g an explanation. 

Dray invents a case of a positivist trying to 

convince an historian that he does use laws even though he 

may not be immediately aware of it. After the historian has 

rendered his explanation, the positivist will make explicit 

what he considers to be implicit in the historiants explana~ 

tion. The historian, on hearing this implici t-rendered·-

explici t law 9 Dray claims, ",muld probably hedge at being 

comrni tted. to such a specif:i.c form of law. Dray cites 

Hempelts example of the Dust Bowl farmers,6 where the 

historian would probably refuse to admit a law such as, 

lI]]'ar111ers will alvvays leave B_'ry leno. liyhen d.amper areas are 

accessible. 1t The positivist would then make the law a m.ore 

general one in the hope that the historian would concedeo 

In the case ci ted_ this might be, ItPopulations will tene,-

to migrate to regions which offer better living conditions o
H 

Dray claims that. the historian would. continue to hedge 

until a point. is reached where it becomes difficult lito 

conceive of anything vrhich the truth of the law would rule 

out. tt ? 

Here it is important to note what, I think, is the 

issue that would make htstorians baulk at Hempelts version 

6I - . d 
~~.~. , 
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of explana"liion - namely, the problem of the universality of 

of his la-wso Hempel has done more than merely move to a 

higher level of generality when he passes from "Farmers 

will alway"s leave dry land when damper areas are accessible lf8 

to "Populations will tend to migrate to regions which offer 

better living conditions." The important words in these 

statements are respectively, llalvmys" and "tendll 
0 The 

meaning of "alwaysll is quite straightforvv8"rd but lltencl ll is 

more complex. "Always" implies universality. The historian 

might be quite happy to concede the first statement if the 

word "always" was deleted and replaced by reference to a 

tendencY"t, I do not think Hempel usect the worG. IItend II without 

good reason. He must have rea1i z8cl that it Vlas the type of 

word the historian would use if pressed to state a law. 

That is, the historian might agree to a lavtJ with the word 

IItend 11, but not containing "always IT 0 Thi s is because ITteno.11 

implies non-untversality. This can be seen if we contrast 

111 always tend to ••• 11 with 111 sometimes tend to e. 0 • 11 The 

former makes sense but the 'word "always" seems unnecessary. 

The latter expression appears to be all right but it certainly 

is not commonly used. For instance, I might say, 111 sometimes 

eat too much rich food ll
, or, 111 tend to eat too much rich 

food. II The first expression states a fact, sums up what 

--"-----
8Hempel did not actually make this statement, but 

I shall assume he 'IIvould, agree that historians vJ'Ould not 
accept it. 
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happens 'when I 8lll at a party where there is a great quantity 

of' ri.ch food available. The second statement ~Y- refer to 

the scune situations but places the emp~as.i~ on a characteris

tic of mine - that I have a tencleney to eat too much rich 

food. Since a tendency is a characteristic of mine, it can 

be seen as something relatively stable 0 I do not have a 

tendency to do A one day and not to do A the ne:tl day. When 

I say that I tend to eat too much rich food, this would be 

translated as saying that I like rich food to the point 

where I will make myself uneomfortable by eating too much of 

it. "Tend ll is often used to replace "usually"~ llSometimes!f 

and "usually" do not have the same meaning 7 quite obviously. 

"Sometimes ll would mean "once 1n a while ll
, perhaps 111ess than 

fifty per cent of the time"" "Usually·l! would mean lImost of the 

time". Thus, to say, III sometimes tend to ." 0 ", would be 

translated as "I sometimes usually ••• " which makes no 

fjenSB. 

Thus in Dray's example of the historian's moving 

from statements of' lesser to statements of greater generality, 

he is quite right. The historian probably would only stop at 

a level of generality 'INhere the statement of the law woulct 

be no more than a triviality, ,Provided all t~_E.!:~ts 

vlere universal. In the example he has used, however 7 I think 
~---~ 

the hi.stor1an vTOuld stop at the second statement = that 

nPopulations will tend to migrate to regions 'which offer 

botter living cOl1clitionsll., The reason why the historian 
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woulcl accept this stat.ement is basic and crucial to the 

whole issue of whether or not the Hempelj.an position can be 

maintained. He accepts it because there is always a way outo 

He can always say, providing he makes his explanation rest 

on the statement about populations tending to do A, that in 

the particular case they may not actually do A. In otheI' wora_s il 

the historian, if he is to grant the use of laws, will mean 

by Itlaw" some statement of a probabilistic nature as opposea. 

to a universal statement. 

Dray is not satisfied with leaving the proble::n he1'eo 

Positivists are quite willing to go this far. 9 A probabilistic 

statement still comes under the general head:i.ng II law" .. At 

this point the Dra~T'-Hempel controversy .~I2.E~1:;!=~ to be lin-

guistic ~ It appears that what is at stake is whet.he:c OJ: not 

probabilistic statements are IIlaws ll
• There is also Bomo 

ambiguity in the term IIprobabilistic ll
• If this is to mean 

It if C, then there i.s X per cent chance of Ell the histo~-:iall 

is again likely to baulkQ For one thing, he does not have 

such figures at his fingertips and so it is quite obvious 

that he cannot be using them to give an explanation. If 

llprobabilistic" means just something other than lIif C ~ then 

always Ell, such as lIif C, then usually Ell, the historian 

may admit that he does use such "lawsTl but was not aware that 

9Hempel in William H. Dray, ed., Philosophical 
~~.i~._ancl Ii:i::s.~ory- ( l~ev.j York: Harper aricr~Row~:T~f66-f: 
pp.lOOff & 
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he <lid until the question had been brought forward e Dray 

seems v'Tilling to grant this point~ but;, although it is now 

1Jmore difficult for the historian to repudiate any particular 

candidate [law], yet it does not make it impossil11e « It. is 

still open to him to make nonsense out of the clB_im that he 

is logically committed to anything of importance by insisting 

that the qualification of the 1m.., be increased from 'usually' 

to 'often', or from 'ofteni to 'sometimes tu •
10 

Here, however, 

I think Dray is not really refuting anything. Instead, the 

his1;orian i2 merely substituting the Tl;o·f',ten·· II law· for the lTu-

suallyl la\:l. Dr'ay might not be willing to grant this. In any 

case t his next point is sufficient to refute the posit1vist: 

Does the "law tl ~ i1Whenever C tho>'1 1.l.s'J_alJ_y Ell 9 really 
ex-olain the fact that in this case an E follo"Hecl a C'? 
Would not, the same tllaWDhEJ::ve-trexJ5lained II ~ in the 
same sense, thenon-occurrence of· an E as 'well? 
•• 0 its explanatory force cloes not extenfl .. to 
particular occurrences falling uncleI' it .1_1. 

One must admit that here Dra-y has put his f'inger on 

a weakness in any- type of probabilistic la'j/. ~Po 3~~y that 

because VIe have the law that fifty per ce.':".l.t, of all coins 

flipped end up tails does not-explain in the sense of "if C 

then E 11 why the coin in front of us when flipped. landecl tails. 

Even a law having ninety--nine per cent probability does not, 

lOL~~~1a. gp"lan~io2!-~e...Histo2Jl (London: O:xfo:['(l 
University Press~ 1957f, p. 31~ 

11 
Loc.. cit" 
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lIexplainll the event subsumed under ito The event to be 

explained might have been of the remaining one per cent .. 

Here Hempel r s c:' ::i.m of the logical sirnilari ty 

between prediction and explanation would appear to break 

down. It seems as if the ninety-nine per cent statement 

would explain but not predict. This is true as far as the 

individual event is concerned. As May Brodbeck points out, 

statistical statements have reference to classes of indi-

viCtuals and as such can predict Honly a so-called mass event, 

that is, the frequency with which an attribute will be 

distributed in the given classo ,,12 Thus, Brodbeck claims, 

a statistical law is just as ll universal ll
, vihen its terr:1S of 

reference are considered, as is the type of law that usually 

goes by that llame ~ Once these terms of referenee or applica-~ 

bili ty are understood, it is read.ily seen that Hero.pel 1 s 

sts.tement of logieal si.milari ty betvleen pred.iction and 

. 13 explanation is correct. Brodbeck gl ves an eXEunple to show 

that althongh this y.imilarit~7 is not apparent, it is the 

case. In this eX2.Jllple we can explain why certain animals 

sUl'vi ve a flood (because animals vrhich can swim are more 

likely to survive) but "Je could not have predicted that they 

VJould survive. The error here is in singling out particular 

------------.--.-----. -_._--_ ..•.. _ .. _-_._---
12uExplanation, Prec.tiction, ancl 'Imperfect 1 KnovdecLge ll , 

in liay Brodbeck, ed., Readings in the Philosophy of the 
Social S9 .. :b~s:!~ (Hew Yo-i'k :-Filao{o.illa.Y:L;"·-r.)68T:--~p:- 37'7::-----

13 
~~icle, pp. 3"?7·~378o 
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animals e We cannot explain why an individual animal survlvea. 

but can state that more animals that· oan swim survived. 

StatiBtical laws t then, even for a positivist like 

Broclbeck, do not explain in<li vhlual occurrences on the 

positivist model .. Here Brodbeck ana. Dray are in agreement. 

In the above quotation from Dray the nWoulcl the same t law' 

not have t explainecl t, in the same sense ~ •• " is important. 

1)1'8.:1 is not saying that the Illaw ll 3:.2.~ explain but only that 

.2:1'. it does explain for the positive case, it does likewise 

for the negative case. The positivists, however, are likely 

to claim that statiEtical laws only indicate our ignorance 

of the set of uni vf::cs2.l l.avrs t.hat vihen combined in a 

specii'ied_ Inarll:.3r vl"Ji.:d.d yield. the statistical. result. ]'01:' the 

positivist 9 for example, :i. t shou.lcl theoretically be poE:1si ble 

to predict the side on which a coin will land, when flipped, 

if all the initial conclitj.ons are given. The lavrs of T:1echan:i.cs 

woula. give the position and angle of inclination of the coin 

at any time from the initial conditions, so one woulll merely 

calclJ.late the angle of inclination the coin would. have aft~er 

an elapsed tim.e when it has Teturned_ to the hand. 'l'his would 

be an imm.ensely complicatecl Pl'OC8(lure, how"ever, and would 

requ:ire accurate ano_ a.etailecl measurement of many factors e 

,:[Ihe statistical la:w will tell tbat the Goin has a fifty per 

cent chance of landing on either sl(le no matter what the 

initial conclitions V1[61'8. For this I'eason statistical Im','S 

may ap-pear to be just slUllmaries of observations. ':Ihat is 
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happening here is tha~ the positivist is allowing the 

statis:t.ical law to stand until he can substitute i t with 

a set of detailed universal laws 0 This is why Dray is so 

aclamant in his refusal to accept ~ type of law, even a 

vague probabilistic law of the "if C, then usually E" typeo 

The "usually" is made to suffice by the posi tivj.st for a 

statistical Im'l, which in turn is made to suffice until 

a set of universal laws is available~ The "usuallyll , in a 

way, holds open the posttion in the moclel for universal laVJs~ 

So far. Dray has eliminated several alternatives to 

which the positivist can push the historian. If the lavIS are 

universal they must be so general as to be trivial. If they 

are probabilistic in one way or another they do not explain 

particular OCCUITences. The positivists, it might see.til, still 

have a way out. Hempel openly admits that historians do not 

explicitly use lavis. They give lIexplanation sketches ll which 

require IIfilling out ll (making explicit the implicit laws 

which allovv movement from "cause" to lleffect ") rather than 

complete explanations. Dray gives the example14 of' a 

supposecl lavl for the explanation of Louis XIV's unpo·pularity, 

IlHulers who pursue policies detrimental to their subjectsT 

interests become unpopular." 'rho historian YTOuld. refuse this 

because it <loes not specify· the policies; rulers who pursue 

14LavJS a11<.l Explanation in Histol'Y (J.1011<lo11: Oxford. 
-"-'-'--.-.-~'Tt-~---._,_._r~ __ ~.~.---

Unhrersity Press, 195,[) f po 330 
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~~iL policies detrimental to their subjects' interests are 

not necessari ty unpopulal' ; it depends on the total situation" 

A: dialectic is then set up betv;een positivist and historian, 

the positivist willing to incorporate what~ver the historian 

feels necessary into the law. Eventually the 1I1awll has the 

form, lIRulers who a_a x, Y ~ Z 0 ~ 0 become unpopular 0 II It 

becomes ever more difficult for the historian to deny that 

the 1m.., allows prediction of the unpopularity of the ruler~ 

(Prediction is important here because it is the positivists' 

criterion for completion of an explanationo) It might be 

argued at this point, says Dray, that the specific laws 

arri veo. at at each point in the dialectic are not logically 

required by the historian's explanation. The historian need 

not at any point accept the temporary' II law" " As Dray put it, 

"no matter how complicated the expression with which live 

complete a statement of the form 'E because ••• ', it is part 

of the llogic' of such 'because' statements that additions to 

the explanatory clause are never ruled out by our acceptance 

of the original statemento l115 It is easy to give an example 

of what Dray rneans o Suppose I want an explanation of wlw 

the light went o:n~ Someone says that it went all because he 

turnecl it 011. I retort that that does not explain 'why the 

light went on. He could reply that it went on because he 

turned it on and because the light bulb was a new one that 

---"-----~. ----
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workedo This could obviously go on for quit.e some time. The 

positivist might argue in the case of IJouis XIV -that some 

law is required, IlAny ruler pursuing policies and in 

CirCUfl1stances exactly like those of .Louis XIV would become 

unpopular. II 11hus, some sort of generality is logically 

involved, but it turns out to be a vacuous one. The "exactlyll, 

as Dray put it, tTrules out the possibility which calling it 

allaw' 
- 16 

at first seems to envisage. IT 

According to Dray, then, the positivist model, such 

as that given by Hempel, says something about explanation, 

but its conclusions are pushed too far. First, if any laws 

explain, only un:i.versal, and not probabilistic laws do so 4 

Second, such 1l1av1s ll are of t""o types. They are either so 

general that they explain anything, or else they can be used 

to explain only the specific case in question. An example of 

the latter type of 11a1,'r" is ci tecl by Dray, "Any people li~~ 

t:e._e 1!~c)~ .:h.n the asp.,ects specified would dislike a ruler 
IN 

lils.~ Lo.u~s~th~2='e~p§.£"ts __ .§!.p'8cif·i~., 11 'This, Dra;\T claims, 

is hardly what the positivists would call a law in the 

scientific sense ~ It is not lithe sort of thing vrhich could 

be 'appealed to', or 
-18 

'used'''. 

Dray's next step is to attempt to show that what the 

16 b" d L2-..._. 9 p ~ 36 0 

17~b~g~., po 38" 

18~ "t 
.llOC. Cl " 
-~-. .,~ .. -
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positivi st consid.ers to be empirical laws in the .histo~cian IS 

explanation are really' only principles of inference 0 He 

claims that the "lawlT which the historian ad.mitted "was 

elici teel simply by means of the dem.and that the historian 

be consistento li19 In other words, if the historian says that 

E because Cl .... Cn , then this. statement "commits him, l.n 

consistency, to reasoning in a similar way in any further 

cases which may· turn up, since he claims universal valiCtity 

for the corresponding argument, Ip so qtll.,20 Dray thinks 

that this explains why, in the case given above, the historian 

refused to afuili t that he vms cOl!lmitted to a law when set upon 

by the positivist. The historian probably believes that such 

a complex series of circumstances as that. symbolizecl by I1pll 

will never recur~ Thus, he is unlikely to assent to the 

statement or Hlmvll , "if (whenever) p then q."t) If the hypotheti-

cal were to have a meanJ.ng such that l1if such an unlikely 

complex! ty of circnmsts.llces (p) were ever to recur, then qll, 

Dray claims, then the historian would probably accept it. It 

is the "whenever" which bothers the historian. What Dray wants 

to do is to "ma1ce a distinction betvleen general statements 

which express empirical generalizations a.nd. those which 

merely project in general terms the argument of the hiGtorian 

---------------.--~----

19 boa L2--:o, p. 39., 

20IbieL, p .. 41.. 



in a particular 
21 case. II. 

In other words, Dray would say, the historian does 

not draw upon a stock of laws when he YJants to explain. He 

does not use statements of l1if e then Ell form, but for the 

sake of consistency he is forced to admit that when he says, 

I1E because ell, should such a complex, e, again occur then 

E would follow, or if the complex, E, occurs then it must 

have occurred because of a similar complex, C .. '11he II if e then 

E" thus ~ts fro~ the historian1s argument and not the 

argument from the 11 if C then E". 

Dray writes: 

Distinguishing betv/een empirical laws an(l 
principles of inference also helps to explain how the 
logician could. remain so firmly convinced that, 
despite the historian's reluctance to agree, the 
explanation must eyJli bi t the pattern set forth' in 
the modelo For the logician will regard it as obvious 
that every rational argument must have a principle -
a kind of covert universality which is brought out 
by what I have called the demand for consistency.22 

A fe'w pages later he 'writes: 

~~here is no point in saying that it [the law] is 
used., or functions, in the eXl)lanation; and there 
rsno pOint-lr:l8:Sserting it except to register one IS n 

belief that the inference drawn was a reasonable one" 2,") 

The tvlO important words here are "conSistency" and 

IIreasonable"e Dray seems to think that the positi-vists want 

2l~o. p .. 42. 

22I~o, p" 42. 

23' ".OL..!! ~ 

p~ 4<1. ~~~~6 , 
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to draw up a logical model where the !liE - the11 11 f'J.l1ctions 

only as a logical connective, such tnat if the hiE:.orian ever 

states 01 .... Cn again he will have to use Tlit C then E" for 

the sake of logical consistency. The positivist would question 

why the inferences were reasonable and how they satisfy the 

demand for consistency. It is not enough to say that the 

historian will reason consistently if similar circumstances 

occur again 9 The historian does not believe that they ever 

will, so any promise he makes to be consistent is in reality 

a prom.ise he does not think he will ever have to keep. The 

positivist claims that the cogency of the historian1s 

explanation lies in a different type of consistency and 

reasonableness. The inference is reasonable because it fits 

in with what t,he historian has learned about how people 

regularly behave. What he says in his explanation is con~ 

sistent with what he has observed about people in his 

everyday life. Although these regularities and observations mBY 

not be empirical laws in a stl"ict sense, they do provicle 

a basis for explanat10n which is somewhat m.ore tangible 

than the logical connections which Dray seems to be claiming 

the positivists have in mind_, or to which he reduces their 

argument. 

Having examined some of Dray I s mor-e cogent arguments 

against the necessity of covering laws for explanation, I 

shall no VI look at his argument that even i1' there were a set 



of laws or generalizations of which the event to be explained 

is an instance, this set would not be sufficient to explain 

the event. Basically, Dray I s argument against sufficj.ency 

is, that by saying that A happens because that is what 

alvvays happens we are not necessarily explaining Ac 

Dray gives the example of an·explanation of the 

. ft' 24 l} h selzure 0 a mo or-car englne o Tle answer, says a mec anic, 

is that there is a leak in the oil reservoir. This kno\Yledge t 

that when there is a leak in the oil reservoir the engine 

will seize, may have been obtained by induction. This, however, 

would not explain why such a leak would lead to a seizure .. 

Such an explanation would require information as to how the 

lubrication system works and why it is necessaJ';YT for the 

operation of the car. It would be necessary to tr'ace a 

continuous series of events from the leakage to the seizure. 

There are two objections, says Dray, to this "model 

of continuous series", but both can be answered. The chain 

of' events caD. be made more and. more complete and, hence, 

the most complet.e series will be the best explanatioIl o Also, 

each link in this chain of events is subsumed under a 

geners.lization of the form that it always follovvs events 

of the type preceding it in the chain~ Both of these objections, 

Dr-s.y ans"vers by what he calls the "pragmatic dimensionTl of 

explanationb In answer to the first objection, Dray says 

---.-----.~-=~------~----------~---
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that a particular series may be continuous for one person 

but not for another. What is an explanation for the mechanic 

may not be so for the layman 0 Whether a series can be said 

to explain or not is ctependent on who the explainer and 

explainee are, or what is presupposed without {'~xplici t 

mention in the explanatory series. Thus, the series does 

not have.to be of infinite length to explain. There is a 

point where it can be said to explain for every indivia_ual 

but this point will vary, depending on hov>1 JAuch knowled.ge 

the person has to whom the event is being explained .. 

The second obj ection is also ansv'lerecL pragmatically 

but it is not so obvious hm'l, at first. It is true that the 

gross event maybe explained by sub-laws. rEhat is, the 

seizure of the engine can be explained by giving the series 

each event of "'lh5.ch may be subsumed uncler a law. The sub-·law 

is, thus, part of the explanati.on of the gross event but does 

not cover it,. the sub-lavl also covers the SUb-event but does 

not explain j.t. The SUb-event v:auld be explained by 8. series 

of sub-sub-events with their corresponding sub-·snb-laws. 

These sub-'sub~laws would not explain their sub-sub~eve.l:lts 

am1 so, it would appear, an infinite regress is set up. If 

this is the case, nothing can be explainecl unless a point is 

reached where there is some ultimate law that needs no 

explanatione As Dray points out, however, it is impol~tant 
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to keep in mind v/hat we are explaining 0 If :l t is the question, 

IIWhy did the engine seize?" a series such as, th.e oil leakecl 

out of the reservoir; therefore, there was no oil in the 

cylinders to lubricate the motion of the pistons; therefore, 

the friction of the pistons against the cylinder walls 

built up to the point where the metal surfaces expanded and 

grew hot; finally; a point was reached where they locked 

and fused~ Thus, the problem of explanation is pragmatic 

with respect to explainer, explainee, and, finally, the 

event to be explained. We could go on to ask for an explana~ 

tion of why metal surfaces expand when hot but it is 

important to note that we have changed our question and are 

asking for an explanation on a different level. For an 

explanation to be complete, it is not necessary that it be 

in terms of what is itself explained, but rather in terms 

of what, at that moment, or for that purpose of inquiry, 

or at that level, does not require explanation o As Dray 

says, "It is part of the logic of 1 explanation' that if 

something can be explained, there is something else which 

does not require explanation. But the reason it does not 

require explanation is not necesearily that we know its 
25 

explanation alreadYolT 

. Several important points have come to light in 

this di scussion. Among ~r.hese are the distinction between 

---.-----.-----~~-.- -------
25 

rbi~", po ?2., 
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individual events and kinds of events, the IIpragmatic 

dimension ll of explanation, ana_ the failure of probabilistic 

statements to explaj_n individual events. Dray has attempted, 

with some success, to show that covering laws are neither 

necessary nor sufficient for explanation. rfhat is, we can 

have an explanation "li'li thout using covering laws and even if 

covering lavls are used something else must be added to give 

an explanation. Although the discussion so far has dealt 

with what an explanation is not, it remains to say Yvhat it 

is. If covering lalNs are not necessary for explanation, what. 

is? If coveriIl-€; laws are not sufficient for explanation, 

what else is recluired? 

Before getting too deep into these topics, however, 

I wOl~ld first like to examine the concept llcausel! beoause 

this conoept is inextricably interwoven with explanation. 



IV 

AN EX.AJ:vrnTATluH OF TIm COHCEP'r tlCAUSE IT 

It would seom that when someone demands an expla-

nation of an event, he may, in some sense of 11 explanationll
, 

want to lcnow the cause or causes of the event. If we want 

to get a clearer understanding of what it means to explain 

something, it will, therefore, be necessary to take a close 

look at v"hat is meant by saying that something IT causes ll 

something else~ What are the criteria for picking out X 

rather than Z as the cause of Y? Questions of this nature 

can best be illnrdnatecl by examining when and how the conceItt 

Hempel avoids causal terminologyo He uses the symbols 

where an event of a specified kind C occurs at a certain 

place and time, an event of a specified ldncl E will occur 

at a place and time which is related in a specified. manner 

to the place and. time of the occurrence of the first eventc ll1 

it is, therefore, it is rather difficult to say what 

Hem.pel's vievlS on causality are. 

What lies at the basis of Hempel ' s position is the 

Humean account of causation ~ we call X the cause of Y 

because we are accustomed to seeing an X occur before a Y 

., 
"' lT1Ihe }!'unction of General Laws in Historyil t in 

Patrick Gard_:Lner~ ed., Th:~:..~.£:le~o:L1L~~st22]1. (Glencoe: The 
Free Press, 1959), p. 3450 
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in a specified manner that is the same for every occurrence 

of X and Y; 'whenever we have an X we have a Y. It is 

important to note that Hempel uses the words, !lin ~every" 

case ll
• He also mentions the spatia-temporal relations of 
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X and Y. It is not just that X and Yare constantly conjoined 

but also that they are conjoined. in a set patterno This is 

quite important to the Humean and Hempelian concept of 

"cause". This constant conjunction and. geometrically constant 

relationship is what lead.s us to think that X in some vmy 

f£.:££.~~ Y to occu~r.. There is something, we feel, in the X 

Vvhich necessitates the occurrence of Yo It is not just 

coincidental that X and Y always occur together in the sa.L.ne 

relationship. 

Rume regarcled the felt necessity to pass from. X to Y 

as simply psychological. In other words, there was not 

necessarily anything in the X which llcausedl! the y~ In 

noticing that X alvrays precedes Y in a set manner, we are 

just led to think that this was the case, the human mind 

tending as it does to behave in a certain fashion. Rempel 

regar(ls this tendency to move from X to Y as grounded. in 

the derivation of the law connecting X, anet Y from a broader 

theory. 

We rlo use the wor(l "necessarylT in cOlmection with 
.. 

llcause ll
, hm'lever o We would say that C was necessary for 

-'c,he occu~['rence of E, where C al1(l E are individ:ual events, 

if v,rj.thout C there Vlould. not occur E, providing that 



everything else remained the same. The positivists would 

say ~lluch the same thing. only about types of event sand 

not about indi viclual events. They would phrase it to reao_, 

tlonly if X then yll, vIThere X ano. Yare types of eventse 

The positivists woulcl also insist that Ilcause IT entails 

something more than mere necessity. They would claim that 

the oaUGG of Y is that set of .necessary condit.ions whieh 

is su:U'ieient to In>5.ng about y" For a t~lpe of event like 
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lighting a match, for example, ;;11ere filUst be oxygen present, 

the match must be dry. and so forthe Each of' these conditions 

is necessary. The whole set of them must be present to 

bring about the liehting of the matcho Non-aposi ti vists, too s 

would want a criterion of sufficiency. In this case the 

sufficiency is often provided. by a ~teris ~~!.~~ clause" 

For both interpretations the problem of sufficieDcy is the 

more d.ifficul t. For the po s1 ti vist, the problem. ifj hO'\'1 

many necessa:cy concli t ions ancl their corresponding connecting 

1m-VB are reCluj.red for the y-type event to occur. For the 

non-positiVist, the sufficiency criterion is usually 

satisfied by some notion of the 1I reall1 cause, as opposed. to 

a merely concomitant event < It would not ~ for exam.ple. be 

claimed that the shape of Cleopatra's nose was a "canse 1l 

of the downfall of the ROI!la.n Empire", The CO.i1tlitions 

sufficient to cause the clownfall of the EmIlire would be 

some list that would not require information about. Cleopatra'B 
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nose. Most of the conditions sufficient to "cause" an 

historical event would. be necessary for the occurrence of 

the event j but not all of them woulCt always be mentioned in 

an historical account of the "cause" of an event E. The 

IIcause ll is usually used in reference to the "real" cause 

or the most important cause, the condition that primarily 

brouoq'ht about E· whereas "causes!! would indicate the 7 _ 

sufficient set of conditions. 

The problem still remains, however, why we would. 

infer that Xr amI not Z, is the cause of Y, even though Z 

may occur with equal regularity previous to Yo In other 

words, vvhy do we think X is necessary for Y -but that Z is 

not? Reel sky, for exam.ple. might be observed to p:-cececle 

rain regularly. Since there is sometimes red sky and then 

no rain, red sky is clearly ;J.ot &. su:f.'i'i:::dent conclition of 

rain, but red sky might be taken as a cause of rain in 

the sense of a necessary condition. The red sky might be 

necessary for the rain but not sufficient; c:erta:i.n other 

atmospheric conditions might also need to be present. We 

coula. not deny that the red sky is necessary on the grouncLs 

that sOIiletimes rect sky occurs without rain, because it 

might be that some other condition was also missing. Tho 

problem of why we choose some X to be necessary for Y,ancl 

not some Z 9 is, therefore t still a ve:cy puzzling one. It is 

a problem that arises for sufficient as well as necessary 

conclitions t on either the positivist or non-positivist account 
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of IIcause ll
" 

It makes some sense to say that ITX, ana. X causes yn 

does explain Y, where Ilcauses" is not analyzed anc1 X can 

be a complex concatenation of events. When Dray sets out to 

criticize what he calls the ITcausal version of the model!!, 

where the causal laws take the form IIX causes yn, what he 

wants to criticize is the special Humean and Hempelian sense 

of llcause ll outlined above. He wishes to criticize that sense 

of II cause Ii in IlX causes yll, where HX canses yn is eg,1.1i valent 

to ITwhenever X then yll. It is his claim that a distinction 

can be mad.e betv'16en lIoffering a causal analysis of, an(l 

applying causal laws to, a particular happening H ,2 and that 

it is the former in which historians engage. It is part of' 

Dray1s aim to show that causal language is applicable in 

history but that lIcause ll means something other than constant 

conjunction. If it were merely constant conjunction, 

according to DraJ" he has already shown that covering lavrs 

are nelther sufficient nor necessary for explanation. If Dray 

is right, and llcause" has a meaning exclusive of its 

positivist and Huraean meaning, this explains why Hempel is 

so clistrustful of causal language. It also makes urm.ecessa:cy 

the clistrust which idealists, such as Oakeshott, have for 
3 

causal language. The i.iealj.sts, Dray claims, . tend to think 

-------- _._-- --
2JA:lWS and Explanation in History (Lond.on: Oxford 

Dni versi tyErG SS, 19B'/) ~-. ·p-:=90~·~~-~=--- . 

3 
Ibid", pp. 110-1176 



that "cause" means Hwnean "cause", and since this implies 

laws. and they are against laws in history, it is easy to 

see why they esche,,'l causal language. What is at the base 
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of the idealist dislike of causal language is their 

libertarianisill o For them causal language would mean causal 

laws, and. causal laws imply a deterministic universe, one 

which they find repugnant to h'Lllllan freedom. If the occurrence 

of an event is completely det.ermined in advance, there woula_ 

be no place for human wj.ll to al t er event s $ 

As in the previous chapter where there was shm'ln 

to be a dichotomy between scientific explanation and non

scientific explanation t so it will be seen ·that there is a 

dichotomy bet·ween the poslt:i.vist or scientific 6.ccount of 

IIcause" and the non-scientific account or accounts. Dray 

cloes not try to refute the scientific account .. What he does 

attempt is a demonstration that the Vlord "cause" has a 

non-scientific meaning. If he is right.y then an historian 

can legitimately speak of A as the cause of B without 

cormni tting himself to the covering lavl model .. 

As was pointed out above s to say that X causes Y is 

to claim more t11an constant conjunction. It also claims 

that there is some ground why, whenever X occurs, Y will 

occur. The positivist would claim that this ground or difference 

between observed correlation and. necessary, causal connection 

is a general theory which relates X and Y as cause and effect" 



This theory is the scientific answer to the potency of the 

word "cause". In this sense when we say IIX causes yll we 
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haye in a sense explained Y, where lIexplainll does not just 

mean placing Y under a covering law of constant conjunction, 

II if X then yll. The actual explanation is done by the theory .. 

Dray accepts theoretical explanation as a valid 

way of grounding causal claims in science but does not think 

it applicable to history. Although he does not explain why. 

it is surely quite obvious. Theories are constructed on the 

basis of empirical observations. Their effect is to codify 

and systematize laws. They link up the observations into a 

logical whole and,thus, scientifically explain them. Hence, 

if Dray were 'willing to accept the idea that theories 

ground causal claims in history, then he woule .. also be 

indirectly accepting the covering Imv model o He would be 

saying that constant conjunctions( covering le:ws) explain 

events, since theories are de'rived from and made to fit the 

the observations or constant conjunctionso Since it is 

Dray's main thesis that subsumption under laws cloes not 

explain, except, perhaps, in scientific context alone, he 

is compellecl to reject explanation by theory, as well o 

The alternative for theoretical explanation in 

history, for Dray. is the historian's judgment in the 

particular situation. Thus, "cBusel! is interpretecl as the 

necessary cona_i tion in the indi vic1.ual-event sense. In 
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rendering a causal analysis the historian must jud_ge vlhat 

are the causes. His jwlgment; in a sense takes the place of 

theory in a scientific explanation. Where the scientific 

theory provides the grounds for the explanation of types 

of events~ the historian, since he is dealing with particular 

events in a situation which is regarded as intrinsically 

unique, must juclge the causes in each individual case. 

The historian, sa~Ts Dray, must show two things 

when he claims that a particular X caused Y. He must show 

Hthat the condition called the cause was really necessary, 

i.e. that without it what is to be explained would not ha"Ve 

happened.. He must also be able to show that there is some 

reason for s:i.ngling out the· cond it j.on in question from 

among the other necessary co nc.l i tions. 114 Dray called these 

criteria the Hinducti ve 11 and "p:r-agmatic l! tests of causal 

selection, respectivelYb 

I shall deal first with the "inductive" criterion 

of cau.se. Contrary to the "pragmatic" criterion, which is 

something of which Hempel makes no mention, the inductive 

criterion uses the same vocabulary as that which the 

positivists use. The contrast between the tViTO criteria 

would seem to be one of relative objectivity~ The pragm.atic 

test, ae its nf'...me suggests, has its basis outside the events 

that are being studied. "Pragmatic TJ suggests that tb.is 

------------_._------
4Ib · , __ lu. , 



condition is chosen as a cause in the light of some purpose 

or end .• This is not to say that it is not on other gr.'ouneLs 

a cause, but that it is part icularly emphasi zecL. It is 

important to the historian and it is this importance that 

is the basic difference between the "pragmatic" cause and 

the other 11 inductive 11 cause s. The pragmatic aspect of the 

cause is not something inherent in the cause itself, (as 

opposed to anything that is lIind.ucti velyl! inherent) but 

something that the historian considers about this particular 

X to make it of greater importance to its corresponding Y, 

or to the story he is telling, and, therefore, usually chooses 

it as a cause before proving its necessity. 

The important concept in the incLucti ve criterion is 

that of "necessityll. As mentioned above, if C is necessary 

for E, then? if C does not occur, neither does E, all things 

being ·equal. The difficulty here is the ce!i_e_ris,_.E8.~iJ~us clause. 

The histori.8.n, Dray claims, would say that ITC causes E in 
h 

this particular situation." D '11he "in this particular situation ll 

is runbiguous. Dray probably means that the conditions of E 

and the events surrounding it are unique in some sense, but 

there is a vagueness in the temporal boundaries of the 

II si tuation ll 
G 

On the surface , it would appear that 11 cause IT d.oes 

have a meaning independently of the particular situation. 
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Dray t as mentioned above I is j.nterested in d.ifferentiating 

betv'Teen the causal analysis of an event and tho appG.lcation 

of causal laws to the event. The historian, he points out, 

would not have to know laws of the lIonly if X, then yll form 

to establish the particular X as a cause in this particular 

situation. It must be <luestioned, however, what right the 

historian has to assert his X as a cause of the Y under 

examination" 

Both Dray and Pa-'c,l'i ck Gardiner have an answer to 

this <luestion. Dray says that for the historian to see if X 

is neCeSElary if Y is to occur, he need only "think awayll the 

X in <luestion and see what difference its non~occurrence 

woulcI. make in the light of what else he knows about the 

particular situation. 6 Gardiner says that we can better 

understand what is meant by "cause" in. a given case, and, 

hence, "necessity", if we translate the historian's expla-

nation into the form of the IIcontrary-to-fact conditionallY.? 

Gardiner T s hana_ling of this particular questj,on has the 

advantage over that of Dray by shovoJing the differences in 

meaning that "necessi tyll can have depending on "'That is 

expected by the <luestion askecl. When VIe say, for example, 

that a certain series of shots on the boulevards caused the 

6Ibido, p. 104. 

r'The Nature of Historical Ex'Olanation (LondoD: 
Oxford Univ'ersTt-y P-ress , - 1 'j"'bTr:-pp:---'ftlb=:Lo'r-o-
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1848 Revolution, this could be translated into the contrary

to-fact conditional, "If the shots had not occurred the 

revolution would not have occurred." This is what Dray had 

in mincl by saying that the historian "thinks awayH the 

"cause-lT in question,. Gara.iner goes on to make explicit what 

is implicit in the claim that the revolution would not have 

occurred. The contra~y-to-fact conditional given above is 

an attempt to answer the question, "Did the shots cause the 

1848 Revolutiony lT or, lTV/ere the shots necessary for the 

occurrence of the 1848 Revolution'~" Gardiner poj.l1ts out that 

this is ambiguous in the sense that it could indicate two 

different questions. Do we want to know if the shots were 

necessary for the revolution to occur when it (lid and. in the 

manner in which it dicl 9 or do we want to kno\l! if the shots 

were necessary if the revolution were to occur at all'? 

It would seem that the answer to this question 

would be that we want to knovif if the shot s were necessary 

for the revolution to occur when it did, since it is a 

specific historical event which the historian is examining. 

If the question were whether or not the shots V'lere necessary 

for the revolution" to occur at alIi' this would seem -'GO 

imply that one had in mind something like. I1Are shots 

necessary to cause revolutions in situations which resemble 

this one in certain respects'?" Perhaps this is the inter

pretation Garlliner desires, since he wants "regularityll to 
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have a part in explanation in some nebulous wayo 

If we accept the first interpretation, and take the 

causal claim to be that the shots were necessary for the 

occurrence of the revolution when, in fact, it did occur, 

in other wordS, necessary for a specific, historic.al event, 

we have Dray's case of "thinking awayll the candidate cause" 

In the process of thilu~ing away the suggested cause the 

historian would have to assume that the other conditions 

obtained. This is impliect, Bays Dray, in the phrase, lithe 

situation being vlhat it v'ms ll , which indicates that the 

historian has taken account of the other features of the 

situationa 

Dray then makes a comment I'/hich is difficult to 

interpret" SHe mentions that if the necessity of the candiclate 

cause ·were seriously challenged f the historian vlOulcl be 

requirecl to bring in all the data, to rencler a 11 complete 

explanatj.on lY (whicb, for Dray, Vlould consist of a complete 

description of the chain of events leading up to the event 

whose cause j.s in question, although the "complete ll here is 

question-begging): 

This is not to say that, after all, we must enlarge 
our conception of a cause to that of a sufficient 
condition rather than a merely necessary ons o It is 
rather that, if pressed to show conclusively that 
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X was necessary, the historian might have to specify 
what--; in fact. the other conditions'vmJ.'B - i .. s .. '-to 
rebut tho suggestion that even without X they 
constituted a sufficient seto 9 

What Dray is attempting to say here is that a causal 

explanation is by no means a complete explanation. A causal 

explanation highlights the important features in the chain 

of events leading up to the situation in question. I think 

Dray has missed a difficulty here. I do not thim[ that if 

the historian were asked whether or not some specific event 

before the event in question "caused" the event in question, 

he would mention the 1Tnecessityll of the event. He would not 

l1think awayH the canclidate cause. The historian "lIould connect 

"necessitytT with determinism in some vague sense and would 

hesitate to sayan event was necessary for the occurrence of' 

some other event. He would answer the question? lIWas event C 

necessary?1T with some remark to the effect that he does not 

know whether he would put it that "Y.vay ~ but that C dj,d occur, 

E occurred after it, and C contributed something to bringing 

about Eo Perhaps the revolution would have occurrecl even 

without C; the revolution might have been in the offing t'or 

some time and C .iust triggered. things off. C, then, is 

necessary in one sense. Had C not occurl'ed, the revolution 

as the specific, historical event which it was woula_ not have 
-----.~ 

9LOC ., cit. 
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occurred when and in the manner in which it d.id 0 It vvas a 

"cause" in the sense of being one of the lead-up events to 

the outbreak of the revolution. 

Therefore, Dray is in a sense correct to say that 

the histiorian would gi VB a complete description of the chain 

of events leading up to the revolution if he agreed on the 

idea of lInecessityll in relation to lTcause", but I do not 

think most historians would like the use of "necessity" in 

such a situation. The historian .Olight say that a particular event 

is a lIcause ll because it was particularly pre-em.inent in 

leading the revolution to take on the form that it diel -

not because it was necessary for its occurrence as opposed 

to its non-occurrence Q When the historian accedes to Dray 1 s 

Ilnecessity lJ he is only affirming that it was an event in 

the chain of events leading up to the revolution anel not 

some completely extraneous event like whether or not the 

sun shone on a particular day. 

Before the historian has shown that the condition X 

is a necessarylO condition of Y, he probably has chosen X for 

a pragmatic reasono The necessity of a cause is more 

important than its pragmatic aspect because vd thout the 

fulfilment of the requirement of necessity, the particular X 

----_ .•. _--_. 
10 From here on, I shall use llnecessary" in a vague 

sense thatwoulcl be acceptable to an historian, not in the 
sense in which Dray uses it. Often where I have used !lnecessaryll 
tili!.:; could be replaced. by iinecessary, if tlle hiatorlan thinks 
necessity is a :requirement of cEmsal analysis in history.tl 
Some historians would probably agree with Dr.ay. but not the 
illajorityo 
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would not be a cause. The pragmatic aspect is temporally 

prio~, however, in most cases. That is, the historian 

chooses some X which accordillg to his. resGarah'haB'illlpressed 

him as being more important than other conditions or events 

prior to the Y-event. There are several reasons for which 

the historian might choose a particular X as having more 

significance in causing Y. Some of these reasons might be 

widely held by other historians as valid for choosing X in 

this particular way ~ If a particular X were chosen simply' on 

pragmatic grounds ancl did not meet the inductive criterion, 

the historian would be guilty of subjective bias. This may 

or may not be intentional and the problem of historical 

objectivity is certainly a complex one with 'which I have no 

intention of dealing. Suffice to say, however, that any biaH 

of the historian toward a particular kind of factor will 

make him very unlikely to give up his X as unnecessary 

without more than due consideration. 

This is not to imply in any way that Dray's pragmatic 

criterion is the sign of historiographic bias. Indeed, this 

is onl;y' one type of historical "pragmatismll. Such "pragmatismH 

when it comes to the choosing of causes is probably !-}.~e 

distinguishing feature of non-scientific cause, v.Jhere 

scientific cause is of the type "XIS cause Y'SII. Often the 

question, "What caused Y? IT is answered by IIX caused yll, 'INhere 

X is a single event or a single cause. Instead of translating 



"What caused Y'f II as llVfhat are the causes of Y? If we often 

translate it as "What was the cause of yc( i! This is most 

often the case in everyday language. In this way, everyday 

language is more "pragmatic" than historical texts. 

Gardiner gives the example of the lighting of a matcho ll 

When asked what caused the match to light, most people 

would answer, IlSo-and-so struck it." There would be no 

question of bringing in a sufficient set of conditions o We 

would not say, unless the questioner hinted that he wanted 

something other than the normal, ob-vious answ-er, that the 

presence of ox;~rgen and_ the dryness of the match causecl its 

lightingo It is not that vve do not realize that thj.s must 
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be the case. Such conditions Yle woulct usually group uncter a 

.£e~~ris pari~~ clause 0 It is understood that the matches must 

be dry and other conditions hold, but vrhen we are asked why 

the match lighted we tend to select what is often callecl the 

"manipulative ll conditiono That is, we select that condition 

which we, as hmllan beings, can control. Thus? what. is chosen 

as the cause of an event is often largely dependent on its 

practic8l value. For instance, says Gardiner, when the causes 

of a war are il1vestigatecl, economic, rather than psychological 

factors are consid8]?!3d more important. '1l he reason for this 

choice is that we consider it to be more within our power 



to control economic conditions than to regulate human 

psychology, even though vie freely admit that the latter are 

relevant. This manipulative condition might also refer to 

what is left un-done, aD Dray points out~12 Here the cause 

of Y was somebocLy I s not doing X. Had they done X, Y would 

not have occurred. The condition referred to may also lead 
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to the prevention of Y as opposed to its production, but in 

all such cases the practical, manipulative aspect is 

emphasized. 

The condition subject to manipulation varies from 

imdi vidual to indi,ticlual. Although ths striking of the match 

, is the manipulative factor for the man who wants a fire 

V-lith 'which to vnu;-m himself, the manufacturer of the m.G:tcbos 

'would. be interested in some of the other oondi tions covered 

by the .£~~~eris JLart~~ clause. In this way what is considerecl 

the cause of the match lighting varies in a 'Nay analogous 

to what is consic1ered to explain the seizing of the auto~ 

mobile engine. It is still the manipulative aspeot that is 

of interest, but what concl:l tion is considored to be 

mani pulati ve will vary depencLing on v'lho demands to knmv the 

cause o 

Another aspect of the pragmatic test can be seen in 

the noti.on of the C'8.use or the r,eal cause 0 These ter.lUs do 
-~ , 

not imply that the other cOl1(li tions leading up to Yare not 
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necessary~ There is no sense in which one cause is objectively 

(indE?pendently of pragmatic criteria) more "rea1 1l than 

another, presuming that they are both necessarYe The "real ll 

cause is merely that cause which is selected on some 

pragmatic grounds as being of more importance than the other 

causes~ The criterion of importance often depends on the 

level of generality at which the causal explanation is given o 

Gardiner gives the example13 of a journalist and an historian 

who each give an account of the cause of the First World War. 

The .iournalist asserts that the incident at Saraj evo is lithe" 

cause of the war, whereas the historian gives another causeo 

1'he two writers are not contracUcting each other in this 

case o The journalist is restricting himself to the period 

of intense activity just prior to the outbreak of the war. 

The historian, who is giving a more general account of the 

period, depencling on his interests, ma~l state ecoBomic, 

individ.ual, diplomatic, or political concU·tions as the IIreal" 

cause of the war. 

vvhat is often eho sen as the lIrea1 11 cause is that 

condition which leads to a deviation from the normal state 

of affairs.
14 

Gar"diner gives the example15 of a man iNho is 

13~Che Nature of Historical I~xplanation (London: 
Oxford Univ~sif.y Press~ . 1961). p~ 105. -----

14 
Dray t O"Q._o _~. 0, p. 101. 
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suffering from indigestion after eating parsnips. Normally~ 

he can eat geod helpings of parsnips with no adverse, 

reaction. The night before, howeyer, the same man has 'been 

out at a party and has consumed a large quantity of alcohol. 

The II real" callse in this case is the consumption of alcohol 

since it is the condit ion vfhich deviates from the normal 

state of affairs. The eating of parsnips might also be a 

necessary cause of the in<ligestion, however, since it did 

not occur until after the parsnips had been eaten o A 

counter~extullple might be given of a man who is a chronic 

alcoholic hut does not normally suffer from j_ndigestion~ 

He eats parsnips and has indigestion. Here we have the 

reverse ~asa of the above. This tjme the eating of parsnips 

is the II real" cause. It is quite possible that if such 

examples were quite common we might be lea_ to think that if 

anyone ate parsnips and consUllled alcohol, the result vlOuld 

be indigestion. Here both the consmaption of alcohol and the 

indulgence in parsnips are necessary conditions. This 

example plainly shows that the pra.gmatic aspect of ca.use is 

something superimposed on the condition of necessity. 

Some of the different uses of 1Icause" having been 

investigated, it novy remains to see whether or not to gi va 

the causes of Y is to explain Y. The answer to this, I 

suggest, will not be of univocal nature. GardinerTs state

ment that causal laws ma~T be used. as guidelines to further 
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research,16 suggests that, although the causes of Y may in 

SODle vvay help to explain Y, they do not do so adequately. 

It might be argued that the answer to tho question of whether 

or not to state the causes of Y is to explain Y 9 depena_s 

on vlhat we mean by Ilexplainll. If we are to determine 

'Nhether or not the causal analysis of a Ri tuation is to be 

considered as in that class of entities called llexplanationsll, 

we shall first be required to define the range of that classO" 

This statement might lead us to believe that ansv18ring the 

question of whether or not a causal analysiS is an explanation 

is done in the same vray as ansv\lering the question, HIs the 

shape before us in that class designated IcirclesT?" rr'here 

are several reasons why this is not so. We have alrea&y 

seen that Ilcause ll has several meanings depending on its 

context. HOause ll has meanings that appear to be contl's.dictory. 

The Hwnean Ilcause ll refers to constant conjunction, whereas 

in some cases "cause ll refers to the exception to the normal 

state of affairs. It is hoped that this thesis will show 

that :.l/explanationlT is just as difficult to de:£ine and that 

it, too, has many d.ifferent meanings dependent on contexte 

To give a rather rough analogy, it is difficult to see if 

area A 1'i tE: into area B9 where these areas represent classes, 

if the areas themselves have nb definite boundaries. At this 

point little more can be said. than that not all explanations 

16Ib · ~ 
~o, 

.McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 



are causal but that causal analyses do help to explain in 

many cases o 
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So far I have examineo_ the Hem.pelian account of 

explanation and dealt with what seem" to me to be Dray's 

better argwnents against the nesessity and sufficiency of 

such a mocLel. Although in some contexts, mainly the phYSical 

sciences, the Hempelian model {toes explain, it (toes not do 

so in others. It Vlould seem, therefore, tllat Ilexplanationll 

has more than one meaning. Hempel's model is not incorrect. 

That is, it does not completely lack explanatory powere On 

the other hand, however, an explanation need not require the 

use of covering lavvsp Vihere the Hempelian moclel does go 

astray is not in its form but in its claim to universal 

application. The Hempelian model is Ol1e type of explanation, 

a technical, stipulative definition of 1i explanatiol1. 11
• 

Dray1s emphasis on the pragmatic dimension of 

explanation is important here. ";Pragmatic ll suggests that 

the:ee is not a definition of lTexplanationlt, but rE.1.ther that 

llexplanation" has several meanings depending on its context. 

We have examined. one type of explanation in detail, the 

causal explanatlon~ It might be argueS: that the Hempelian 

model c.loes not explain, but that neither does a causal 

"explanation". An attempt might be m.ade in such a case to 

find another type of explanation that woulcl explain Q I vmuld 

like to argue that to try to classify !XJ2.~ of explanation 

52 
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is to approach the problem in the wrong wayo We might 

understancl "type 1I to mean that this is an hi storical expla-

nation as opposed to a sociological explanation or a chemical 

explanation. Some attempt will be made in the ne}:t chapter 

to see whether or not there are' such "types ll of explanation, 

namely in the case of historical explanation. When I say that 

to claim that there are types of explanation is the w-rong 

approach to the problem, however~ I use IItype ll in a second 

sense. Here, I mean not that explanations are classified. by 

the subject matter which they claim to explain~ but rather 

. that they are classified as Hempelian or causal explanations. 

When I say that such a search for types is "wrong, I alll 

saying neither that Hempelian lIexplanations" or causal 

"explanations ll or some other type of "explanation!! does 

explain, nor that any or all of them do not explain. What I 

am claiming is that "explanation" must also have a second 

pragmatic dimension. This second pragmatic dtrnensi.on has 

been mentioned earlier. Dray himself says that whether or 

not X explains 11 depencls on who says it and to whom. - or t to 

put the matter in more formal terms, it depend.s on \i·lhat else 

is presupposed, or contextually supplied_. ,,1 Thus s it would 

seem, an explanation is an explanation with respect to a 

certain person; not with respect to any form it might have. 
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A causal Hexplanationll may not explain fOl' me. Another - ----
causa.l llexplanationll may explain. This would suggest that X 

is an explanation as far as I am concerned if it satisfies 

me in a particular wayo What this "particular wayll is can 

perhaps be elucid_ated by examining what ltexplainll means in 

ordinary language. 

Before examining the ordinary meaning of lIexplainll 

I would like to point out that this second pragmatic 

dimension of lIexplain" may lie at the base of the argument 

between Hempel and Dray. It is quite possible that Hempel 

thinks all explanations are either explicitly or implicitly 

of the form given in his covering law model t because t~im 

the only XIS which count as explanations would conform in 

some way to this model.
2 

In other words, certain types of 

11 8xplanat.ionll will explain for some people but not for others. 

The reason for this, as pointed out earlier, may be that 

Hempel and others like him may consciously or unconsciously 

have a deterministic view of the universe. 

There must be some features of explanations that are 

common, otherwise it would make little sense to have viOrds 

such as llexplainTl and lIexplanation". Unfortunately~ both 

Gard_iner and Dray have very little to say on the topic of 

21 do not imply here that Hempel realizes that this 
is the eD.se. On the contrary, he would probably object that 
he has formalized the implieit structure of any act of 
explanation. ffhis objection could be answereo_ by some sort of 
empirical testing vrhereb:l different types of "explanationH 

are given for X and the person undergoing the test must 
choose wh:toh "explanationll does explain X for him. 
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l1 expl anation" in ord,inary langu.age., Gardiner sees everyday 

explanation as a type of causal explans:tion based on some 

type of' regul8,ri ty. 3 "Regularity" is an attempt on Gardiner IS 

part to take advantage of some of the features of the 

Hempelian model without its tight formalism. Dray says that 

to explain something is to reduce its obscurity or difficulty 

or make it intelligibleo 4 This can be done by giving causes, 

reasons, or more detail. This is consistent with the second 

pragmatic dimension. J3y explaining X to Y we make it 

intelligible to him" The lito '1'lim" is of importance" For Z 

to be an explanation of X~ it must be satisfactory to or 

lI expl a in" X to Y. Thus, an explanation is not just of X, 

but for Y. For this very reason, there are grounds for 

saying that what Gardi.ner, Hempel, and Dray say about 

explanation is in each case right, in a sense, provided 

they aflct "for mel! c It is for this reason that Gardiner and 

Dray say Ii ttle about cornmon language explal!,ation. There is 

little that is to be said except that if Z renders X 

intellig:i..ble to me and satisfies5 me in this way, then Z is 

--------~-----. ~.-.-~--- ----=-
3The Nature of Historical Explanatiion (London: 

Oxford Un1.V'ers-i ty ?rEtss-;1961),. 'Pp. 6=27:---
4-
-Q~~~., PPA 75-760 

5When I say that Z IIsatisfies ll Y, it might seem 
that an obvious objection would be what are the criteria 
of 17satisfactionll. This, hm'fever, is to miss the poin'L 
When I say' that Z satisfies Y, I mean satisfaction to be 
irreducible. Z m.ight satisfy me today but not tomorro\v 9 an(l, 
hence, is not a reflection of previous knowledge. 



an explanation of X as far as I am concerned. For someone 

else, X might not be adequate, but if it is for me, then 

for me it explains. Sometimes Z may consist of causes, 

sometimes of l!regularities lT , sometimes of human motives, 
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or, maybe on occasions', just some more detail. The explainer 

must tryout these until I say that, yes, that ex-plains it 0 

To say that Z is the explanation is to say Z is the expla

nation given by those who should knoVl (for example, the 

press) and, thus, may imply that for me, however, it does 

not explain X. In other words , it is ~ explanation, where 

it is assumed that it explains X for somebody (for example, 

the newspaper editor who wrote it up) and is,thus, a possible 

explanation for others. To say Z is ~he explanation may also 

mean that Z is the explanation as far as I am concerned. 

What is important to note is that whenever the viord 

"explanationlT is used, it is used with the id.ea that the 

given Z will render an X intelligible ~o ~l. 6 Something 

6 
For example, Z might be an explanation having to 

do with astrology. Somebody gives the explanation that X 
occurred because of some astronomical phenomenon and this 
explains X for Yo It might not explain X for Y2, however, 
beoause Y2 does not believe in astrology. Y cannot say why 
Z explains·X. He does not know why astrology should be able 
to explain things for him, and 1 thus. to say Z explains X 
to Y because Y has certain beliefs is saying very littleG 
Z might not explain X to Y3 viho also believes in astrology r 
since astrology is not as systematic as natural science. 
There is just something about Z that explains X to Y. Z 
satisfies Y and this satisfaction is irreducible. Why can we 
say tflat Chamberlain f s giving way at I:Iunich explains 'l'lorlcl 
'dar II to some Y? It does not do so in virtue of Y f S previous 
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is ~ explanation in princi.ple if it. is intended to explain 

X to a Y. 

Let us 'grant that for Z to be an explanation of X there 

must, in principle, be a Y for \'Thom the explanation is 

meant. The "in principle ll and the idea of an explanation 

suggest that explanations usually consj_st of the same types 

of things - causes, reasons, extra details, etc. Obviously, 

an historian cannot write an explanation that will satisfy 

all his readers. Instead, he gives an explanation that 

satisfies himself and hopes that in so doing it will satisfy 

others. After all, he is \vriting to sat.isfy others. If his 

explanations satisfy only himself or a mere hana_I'lll of 

people, he will not be a very successful historian. 

It rernains to see if there is such a thing as 

historical explanation, as a type of explanation. Hempel 

gives what is usually considered the scientific explanation, 

subsumption under, J.aws~ Is there a type of explanation that 

is particularly historical? Is history a study that is 

~~i ~e~erls and, thus, like sc:tence, requires its own 

unique form of explanation? In the next chapter I shall 

attempt to anSV18r these questions. 

knowled.ge, because, even if Y had been an adult in 1938 
ancl, therefore, the kno'.'Ileclge vms not of a type acquire(l 
in the manner of hist,orians doing research, he would simplv 
judge that ChaIllberlain t s actions explained the voJar. fJ:'0 ask 
what are the c~iteria of the satisfaction of Y, that this is 
the explanation of the war 9 is senseless. 



IS HISTOHY SUI GENERIS WITH RlI:SPECT rro EXP.LAl~ATIOl\f? 

Is there such a thing as specj.fically historical 

explanation? By "historical explanationTl I mean explanation 

as it is given by historians "Vv-hen they are writing history. 

I do not intena. to answer the question empirically. That is, 

I do not intend to search historical works in all attempt to 

see if historians use the words "explain" or llexplanationTl 

or worcling that might be construed as equivalent to these. 

In other 'Words, I will make no attempt to answer the question 

as to whether or not historians Ii expl a in" at all. It appears 

to be assumed by both Gardiner and Dray that they do and I 

shall folloVl suit. Vihen I say that I inteno. to investigate 

whether or not there is such a thing as h~'stori£~:l explanation, 

I mean hi.storical as contrasted vli th other types of expla~ 

nation. Is historical explanation the same as scientific 

explanation, ordinary language explanation, or is it in a 

class by itself, with its own peculiar features? 

r1'he answer to this problem is usually sought by 

attempting to answer another problem - is history .?~ 

~l~~? The id.ea here is that if it can be proved that 

history stu(U.es a unique type of subject matter', it will 

follow ~x h.;.~J2.?th~.~~ that historical explanation will also be 

of a unique nature. Let me say at the outset that a difficulty 

which lies at the base of the problem of whether or not 
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history is ~ui ~~rif:!, is the failure to distinguish 

between the two histories, outlined in the first chapter -

Ilhisto~('yl1 as what has happened. in the past, that which 

historians iNri te about, ancl Iihistory" as that which 

historians write. 
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History is often considered as an autonomous branch. 

of study because historical events are seen as "unique and 

unclaE\sifiable lT and have nan irreducible richness and 

complexity.Hl This view is usually held by the non~positivists 

who do not Viant to see history assimilated into the sciences 

EGld. do not think it can bee ~rhose of positivist leaning, 

however. claim that historical 8vents are classifiable and., 

indeod, are classi.fioeL The stock eXEun.ple is that of Tirevolutionli" 

~J.1he fact that historical events are classifiable, accox-ding 

to the positivists, indicates that historical explanation 

is connected in some vague way with lIregula~citytl. Ocldly 

enough, although Dray often speaks of Gal'cliner as a positivist. 

as if the two philosophers were in direct opposition, both 

men come to the S8sue conclusion on at least one point, 

although their reasons for doing so and the inferences they 

derive from it are not identica13 Gardiner 'Nrites, liThe fact 

that the historian's interest is directed upon particular 

events rather than upon universal lans is a fact about the 

purpose of history and not a fact about th.e type of event 

Ipatrick Gardiner, The Nature of Historical 
~~pla.nQtion {London: OXfol'clUnlvers:lty' preiS~-196TL p~ 34~ 
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with which history de8~ls. 17
2 Dray admits that just because 

the J!'rench Revolution is com.plex 9 this cloes not pl'event its 

being an instance of a law of revolutions.
3 

What is impol'tant, 

however, he claims~ is that if such were the case, it would 

not be history and this is where Dray and Garcliner would 

agree. The historian is not interested in a particular 

revolution as an instance of revolutions in general, but 

rather his j_nterest is in the particular revolution as it is 

in itself, distinct from other revolutions. ~hat is 

here is that, as Gardiner points out, I1I].1he given is 

important 

4 
neutral; 

and our judgments of uniqueness or othexwise depend ruTIongst 

other things upon human selection, points of view, purposes 9 

ancl convenience." 5 liThe vvorla_ h.l one; the 'oNays we use to 

talk about it, various. And the fact that in some cases we 

decide to describe it in one v\fay rather than another. :is 

contingent upon our purposes. 116 '·He must not make the mistake 

of confusing history as that series of events which actually 

occurrod and history as it is written by historianB. Gardiner 

21bid • J p. 64. 

3~~~:0::...cl Expla~~at~i~.in Hist.9_.£J: (Ilona.on: O:xi'ord 
University Press, 1957), p" 49. 

4It might be argued that if Gardiner's "neutralityll 
is to be teJren seriously he must be a nominalist. This need 
not be the case, however, to make his point. There may well 
be a "real" basis for classification but our classification 
depena.s to 8. larg(~ extent on convenience am1 pUI'pose Q 
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claims that this is a result of the mirror theory of meaning? 

which says that; the meaning of every vlOrd is an object and 

that every sentence is a reflection of a state of affairs. 

Thus, we can often make the mistake of supposing that the 

historian is dealing with "queer entities" such as revolutions 

which have a being all thej,r ovm "out there ll • Instead 1 the 

historian imposes the concept "revolution ll on his subject 

matter as a type of organization. 

The subj ect matter is not completel;'l neutral in the 

sense that it possesses no grounds on which we can classifY9 

but a revolution does not have the same ste_tus as a chair6 

A chair is a conc:rete obj ect. One might argue that that 

concrete object is not a chair but one refers to that concrete 

obj ect, just the same 0 In the case of "revolution ll
, there is 

nothing t.o which 'v'le can point as the revolution. We can pO:lnt 

out various events but the classification IIrevolutionll is a 

secan(lal'Y step. 

As Garcliner po int s out t the given is IIneutral ll • We 

musJe classify in order to cOflllnunioate, hovlever. Thi sis 

baSically what language is, a classifioation of the given. 

This does not mean that there are things which we call 

ilrevolut:LonsH in such a way thet we can go out and label 

them. Historioal longuage, like that used in our everyday 

speech, is relatively impreoise. There is no set definition 

'lIb'd _2....., po 
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of "revolution", for example. A revolut ion inclicates . 

a series of events of e certain nature which have certain 

purposes. A Ifrevolutionlf usually is accompanieo. by riots, 

social disorder, and mass emotion~ We do not say, however, 

that a revolution occurs when, as Gardiner puts it, Hat 

least 40 per cent of the total male population should have 

appeared armed in the streets, shouting subversive slogans." B 

Such a restriction ,,[IOuld unduly limit the applicabili t~.,. of 

the term "revolutionll " In t.his way historical-concepts 

differ from those used in the physical sciences where they 

are more preo isely clef ined and must be in order to fit into 

laws that will have any relevant meaning. Concepts, being 

as they are only wa;ys of classifying the neutral given in 

order to speak about it for certain purposes in a certain 

way, cannot be the basis for making history sui &.e.£.eJ7~ 

any more than science 0 So Gardj.ner would say. Ylhat is at 

stake here, once more, is confusion betvveen the tV/O type s 

of history. "History'" i.n the sense of the actual series of 

events which occuITed is not .§.ui"."g.eo£~~" ~~~.E.i~ vmuld 

he.vB no meaning here because it consi st s only of the 

"neutral givenll9 as Gardiner says when he writes: 

The contention that the subject matter of history is 
sui generis on the grounds that history is concerned 
~V:i th special entities ::teferred. to by such worcls as 
"revolution ll amI "nation" is a mist.aken notion based. 
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upon a misunderstanding of the function of historical 
concepts. 9 

There is ground for saying that history is sui 

,ge!!e.E.~s. in the sense of llhistory" as it is written in history 

textso The historian uses the concept "x'evolution Tl in a 

very different way from the way in which a social scientist. 

uses it, because his purposes are different. History can be 

claimed to be sqi~eQ§F~ on the basis of concepts, not 

because theBe concepts refer to entities that only history 

sturlies, and not because the words representing these 

concepts are different from those used in the social sciences, 

but because the terws themselves are used differently 

because historians have a different purpose in their writing 

than have social scientists. To. classify events as a 

llrevolution ll is not to bring them under a 1m'.! because the 

concept "revolution ll is not of the type required to fit the 

precision of a law. It is imprecise because it is not 

intendecl to be used in a law. 

Again, when it comes to the uniqueness of events in 

history as opposed to events in physical science there is 

confusion of the two senses of llhistor~l". In history as it 
., -

occurred, all events are unique. An eclipse of the moon is 

unique in the sense that that eclipse will never occur again~ 

The scientist may classify eclipses by giving them the label 

------... -------.-____ ~ __ ~, _·~_o~ __ ~o _____ ._~. ______ •.. ~ 

9 IQ~~o , -.---~ p. 64. 
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tfecllpse ll and set up laws to predict Luturs ecli.pses, but 

what is given is "neutral II and anything beyond this is a 

result of the scientistYs classifying and organizing the 

given. To say that hiztory is sui~e,ne2:i~ because it deals 

with unique events is, therefore~ false. In that it chooses 

to look at events in their uniqueness rather than attempting 

to look for what is common 8Iilong events 9 it is sui g~e 

As Dray puts it, "even if an event is, strictly 

speaking f absolutely unique , it cannot be explainecl as 

absolutely uniqueTl"lO This is because, as I have alreacly 

mentioned, to speak of anything whatsoever, we use language 

and language presupposes classification. Classification is 

based. on COfl1..Iaon features among those entities 'which are 

classified. The historian, when talking about the French 

Hevolution as "unique", is interested not in the French 

Revolutj.on .ill~ revolution, but rather in the French Revolution 

as unique 'within the class, "revolutions". Also, when he 

speaks of the French Revolution or any revolution, he is not 

speaking about an event but a conglomeration of events.This 
...---;;Q -. •• 

is a distinction which neither Garcliner nor Dray make 

explicit, although they probably realize that it is the case. 

Therefore, although the French Revolution has 

features in common with other r0volutiol1s and, hence, 

deserves the label "revolutionll, it is also unique in the 

---------=----_.=-----_. ---- .---------~ 



sense that it consists of component events each of which 

themselves are unique. It might be argued that these 

component events are not unique, that the king was killed. 

in both of tvlO revolutions. Even if the component parts are 

not unique, it C8n at least be said that the series of 

events ~~~rie~ is unique in that the series consists of 

different combinations of events for different revolutions 

or that the nwnbers of events varied. 
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History, then, is sui generis not in its subject 

matter f but rather in the manner with which its subject 

matter is dealt. At the beginning of the chapter I menti.onecl 

that non--positivist.s often try to show that historical 

explan&.tion is of its own type because its subject matter 

is sui _generi...~~ Whether or not historical explanation Vlould 

be ~_.g_~~eri~ if its subject matter 'were is another problem.. 

and one which I 0.0 not intend to investigate. ~lhat I (10 hope 

to have sho'wn, however, is that history is s~i .g~neri§. in its 

aim, in what it sets out to (10. VJhat this implies is not that 

historic"}al eX91e.nation is ~.g,e.n~ because "historylT iss 

but rather that lIhistory" is l:Jui, J~le~£~.E. because historical 

explanat:l.on is. The first italicized "history lt is history as 

the events which occurred, the second, history as it is 

vTritten by historians. To say that "history" is ~.....JL~~!,i~ 

becnusf: historical explanation is, is eq1,dvaler:.t to saying 

thut "history" means historical explanation. History is a 

separate discipline because an historian operates on the 
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given in a diffel'(·mt vvay than a scientist would. .. This 

"operationll is our manner of organizing, conceptualizing 

the given and this, in turn, governs the way we describe 

and explain the given. History is not a science, Si]'lply 

because historians are not scientists. When the h:i.storian 

uses laws and. searches for cornmon factors, he ceases to be 

1 · t . 11 H' b' t d t b . d an us orlan. 1S _lS 'ory oes no ecome a sClence an 

we cannot make history a science. If we make history a 

science, it is just that - science - and no longer history. 

History is a manner of explanatione To dj.fferentiate the 

disciplines can mean no more. 

In conclusion, then, there is such a thing as 

historical explanation. This is not to say~ however, that 

any given historical explanation "explainsll, because lIexplains!l 

in this sense :i.m.plies satisf8.ction of the ind.ividual to whom 

and for whom the explanation is being given. What it does 

S-D.y is that there is historical explanation, in principle a 

That is, when historians explain, their explanations satisfy 

at least theiJ~ authors and, hopefully, a large percentage 

of their read.':;rs. That these explanations do make what j.s in 

question intelligible is all that ls required. In this sense, 

the pragIilatic dimension of explanation is its m.ost important 

It might f:',eem that if the pre.gmatic aspect is what 

is of greatest importanC8, then to speak of historical 

-~=----,~, _.---
11,-.. 'l~ -l . d rr ' 0pel 0' ,(-:r an oynoee are j t.herefore, not historians 
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explanations as a type of explanation would be meaningless., 

In other words, there cannot be types of explanation. 

Something either explains or it does not explain. In a sense 

this is truce This type of pragmatism I called earlier, the 

1I 8eoo11(1 pragmatic climensionll
• There is a sense, though, in 

which there are types of explanation. We often hear it said 

after someone has given a particular argument to his 

philosophic colleagues that that IIjust is not philosophy". 

I d~o not ~vant to comment on vvhether or not such a statement 

has meaning, but I think an analogous example can be imag:i.ned. 

for the disciplines of history ancl the scienceso For exanlple, 

if an historian were to give a paper before his Qolleagues 

at an historical symposium. and. "vere to explain by the uso of 

general lavm, I think there 'doulel be quite a feeling of 

tension in his aud.ience. Many would quite rightly be thinking 

that it '.vas quito an admirable paper as far as it vvent but it 

just was not history. In other words, the speaker's paper 

did. not explain to the members of his auc1ience qua historians. -"'--
In this sense he did not give an historical explanation, even 

though some members of the audience may have felt that he 

did explain what was in question to their ovm satisfactj~on 

as an individual. 

1 have attempted to show that Herrlpel t 8 mod.el of 

--_._-----_._--
ancl, indeed, are not normally classifiecL 8.S such by historians. 
Instead_ 9 they would, in general, be called Ifspeculative 
philosophers of historyll .. 
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explanation, whether or not it is accurate in its description 

of sDientific explanation, is no more than this. I used 

Dray's argmllents to shovrthat it is possible to explain 

. without subsumption under lavl8, although whet.her subsumption 

under laws does explain I left as an unansvvered question. 

I then tried to analyze the concept "cause ll to show that it 

can be used in different ways and that, therefore, the 

historian can use it without having to conform to some 

scientific or positivistic criteria. Having shown that causal 

explanation is only one type of explanation, I proceeded 

to give an analys1s of the concepts "explanEd:.ionll an(l "explainll, 

placing particular emphasis on the pragmatic aspects of the 

problem. Tho def:>ire to illu.rninate the importance of these 

pragmatic aspects VIas at the base of my distinction between 

history as events and Vlri tten history ~ The events are vvhat 

the historian tries to find out and to work with; the 

writing expresses his aim q~~ historian. Since what we (10 and 

what we say has its basis in usage and purpose, it follows 

that the pragmatic aspects are the very core of what it is 

to explain. Having examined explanation in general, I 

proceeded, in the last chapter, to the problem of whether or 

not history is suJ-__ .E.eneris and if so, ill what way. I concludect 

that history is suige~~ri~ on the basis of the historian1s 

aim because historians ~ historians operate on the given 

in a particular way. in contrast to t.he way social scientists 

might operate on it. For historians gu2. historians, then, 
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historical explanation does explain. Since everyclay language 

and historical language are closely related., in the sense 

that their concepts do not have the precision of scientific 

concepts, historical explanations are quite 1~ke1y to explain 

or make intelligible what is in question, to non-histor:lans o 

This still does not refute the fa.ct that any particular 

historical explanation, even though it is historical and 

explains in this context, is ~ explanation. To lfexplainll 

it must explain t£ someone. 
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